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The Newsletter of the Seattle Robotics Societ

8-Bot and Arm-Bot Debut

by BobNanS4

A t the January '94 SRS meeting,
.L-\. Marvin Green came up to Seattle

Q

from Portland to show off bis latest creations, a small (of course) mobile robot
named B-Bot and an elegant 3 Degreeof-Freedom (D.0.F.) manipulator called
Arm-Bot. Both use Marvin's trademark
bobby-servos-and-plastic construction
method, and both are controlled by his
very popular Motorola 68HC11-based
Bot-Board controller.
As bis latest designs illustrate, Marvin bas established a name for himself as
the premier tiny-bot builder in the Pacific Northwest. His Bot-Board is used
by Gearheads around the world to build
disarmingly simple robots.
Bot-Boards come with generous
documentation, a major reason for their
popularity. As of this writing, Marvin
bas sold out four full production runs of
the Bot-Board, with no end in sight.
SRS members are also using BotBoards to control robots being built for

Marvin Green has
established a name
for himself as the
premier tiny-bot
builder in the Pacific
Northwest

Q

an interactive mobile robotics display at
the Pacific Science Center in Seattle.
B-Bot is the simpler of the two designs and consists of only eight parts
total: a caster, a battery pack, a plastic
rectangular chassis, two Royal Titan
servos , two model aircraft drive wheels
and a Bot-Board. As shown in photos 1

Marvin Green demontrates one of his latest robots-B-Bot-at the January '94
meeting of the Seattle Robotics Society. B-Bot uses a Bot-Board and two modified
hobby servos to form the core of an ultra simple mobile robot. (Photo by Bob Nansel

& 2, B-Bot follows in the tiny tradition
of Marvin's earlier Zippy and Zippy Jr.
designs (for a photo of Zippy Jr., see the
Encoder #19 issue of last year). With
Marvin's help, the Portland Area Robotics Society is building a fleet of BBot machines for an interactive display

similar to that being built by the SRS.
Even more intriguing, though wa
Arm-Bot (photo 3). This little gem is .
simple palm-top robot arm demonstrat,
suitable for classroom use and geneni
(Please see Arm-Bot cont. on p. 4)
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The Cataglyphis Convergence

H

ow do you endow a robot with the
ability to find its way home? For
-all animals (with the exception of barnacles, sponges and the like) navigation
is a key survival issue, so it's no surprise
that they've evolved many ways for
solving this problem. They all boil down
to a handful of basic strategies, listed
below simplest first:
1) Follow a marked trail. Ordinary
ants mark trails with pheromone secretions they can detect with their
antennae.
2) Dead reckoning. Go in a particular direction at a certain speed for a
certain amount of time. For bees, that's
enough to get in the general vicinity of
food. Since flowers look like bull's-eye
targets in UV, once a bee gets in visual
range of a flower it can home right in
with a simple servo control algorithm.
3) Do landmark pattern recognition
and world modeling. Plan paths
according to this world model. Of
course, this requires much more pro-

ground. When that ant finds a food
source, it doubles back on its own trail,
using its chemically sensitive antennae
to servo to the pheromone trail. If the
ant's left antenna, say, detects a drop off
of the chemical trail, that tells the ant's
piloting algorithm to steer a little to the
right until both antennae sense equal
molecular concentrations.
When the ant brings food back to
the colony, it
communicates
its find with other ants who then
follow the trail the first ant
blazed. Each ant on the trail
automatically freshens
chemical trail. When the
food source ·
at the end of the trail finally is . _
exausted and the ants stop freshing it up,
the chemical trail evaporates. This evaporation is a good thing because if it
didn't happen, the area around the ant
colony would become a confusing jumble of old pathways that might no longer

For all animals (with the exception of
barnacles, sponges and the like) navigation
is a key survival issue, so it's no surprise
they've evolved many ways for solving this
problem
cessing power than the first two, and
correspondingly fewer animals use it
(mostly mammals).
Most robotics research has concentrated on scene recognition and world
modeling like the mammals do, but most
animals aren't mammals and don't have
the neurons to spare. What does nature
tell use about the capabilities of trail
followers and dead reckoners?
Ants colonies succeed with a simple
food collection strategy: a lone foraging
ant walks in a more or less random direction away from the colony and leaves
a characteristic pheromone trail on the _

lead to food.
Now that's the way most ants do it.
Cataglyphis ants in the Saharan desert
have quite another strategy. In the heat of
the Saharan desert, any pheromone trail
an ant might leave as it searched for food
would evaporate in minutes. To compound the problem, sources of food are
scarce in the desert, so the average distance a foraging ant must travel-up to
100 meters-is greater than in kindlier
environments. What's a poor lost ant to
do?
If you are a Cataglyphis ant you
navigate using sky light. That's right,

they use the second navigation method,
dead reckoning.
Cataglyphis are perhaps unique
among ants in that they can sense the
polarization angle of sky light Though
the sky looks uniform to our eyes, there
is actually a distinct polarization pattern
in the sky. Cataglyphis are especially
sensitive to polarization in the UV
spectrum.
So here we have a species of ants
that operates rather more
like bees than ants. Bees,
since they fly, also
cannot leave any kind of
persistent trail for other
bees to follow. They too
navigate by sensing polarized
light in the UV spectrum. The ants, like
the bees, must communicate the relative
bearing and distance of food to others at
the colony, a more complicated problem
than the simple "follow my trail to food"
message that ordinary ants use.
What's more important, though is
we have here a splendid example of
evolutionary convergence. Two different
species (Bees and Cataglyphis ants) use
the same navigation method to gather
food. They do so for the same fundamental reason, too, namely, they can't
leave persisteht trails for other members
to follow. With the ants its the heat, and
with the bees its air currents, but the result is the same: neither can leave
persistent trails.
When nature converges to the same
navigation solution through such radically different paths it is well for robot
builders to pay attention.
Creatures with few neurons can
succeed and prosper over millions of
years with such simple navigation techniques. Just as every animal doesn't have
to be a big-brained mammal to get by,
neither do all robots need vision and
fancy world modeling.
The Editor
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Encoder Back-Issues Available
Back-issues of the Enccxler (i.e. issues before February '94) are available directly from the Edit01: Please indicate which
issue numbers and quantities desired. In the US and Canada, the rate is $1.50 each. International rates are $3.00 each.
Send your check or money order payable in US funds on a US bank to:
Robert Nansel
Encoder Editor
816 N.105
Seattle, WA 98133, U.S.A.
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( Ar~Bot cont. from p. 1)

experimentation. It uses two Royal Titan
servos to actuate its alt-azimuth shoulder, and a third servo to open and close
the gripper. Arm-Bot uses model aircraft
control horns and plastic snap-on control
links as the basis for its gripper.
.. larvin has made available a hardto-find and custom made parts kit for
Arm-Botfor $10. Add a Bot-Board and
you have in inexpensive way to experiment with basic manipulator tasks.
What can this 3 D.O.F. manipulator
do? Of course, it cannot match the dexterity of most industrial robot
manipulators. But if you mount it on a BBot chassis, effectively giving it 5
D.OF. Ants get by with about the same
number of degrees-of-freedom, so there
are endless possibilities for ant-like manipulation capabilities. And since B-Bot
and Arm-Bot are small and so cheap to
build, it is feasible to build large numbers of them to experiment with group
robot behaviors.
Information on the Arm-Bot QuickKit and Bot-Board are available directly
from Marvin Green by calling or
writing:

Marvin Green
821 S. W. 14th
Troutdale, OR 97060
(503)-666-5907

Above, upper: Arm-Bot. Note the ingeneous use of model aircraft control horns and
linkages for the grippers.
Above, lower: B-Bot drive wheels are injection-molded plastic with 0-ring tires.
Below: A closer look at Arm-Bot. Note the Alti-Azimuth shoulder arrangement.
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Issue # 09 By. Marvin Green

(503) 666-5907.

The BOTBoard is really here! The BOTBoard is a 2" X 3" small robot
development board using the 68HC 11 in single chip mode. The BOTBoard is designed to
be flexible, easy to use, and cheap. It's ideal for a small robot project, or as a node with
multiple processors.

Special BDTB • ard Features:

0

. Four RIC Servo Ports.
. Auto start jumper.
. Easy to use Networking Port.
. Powered RS232 Port connector.
. All VO pins on .1 O grid headers.
. Uses the 68HC11 or 68HC811.
. Power supply connector.
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. Reset Switch and low voltage circuitry .
. 1• X 2• prototyping area and power bus .
. Master/Slave selection jumper.
. Pull up resistors on IRQ and XIRQ.
. Single sided circuit board design .
. Stackable mounting holes .
. Single chip design.
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Each board costs only $5.95 in
singles or three BOTBoards for
$15. Each order comes with
instructions, parts list, schematics,
and much more.
Contact: Marvin Green 821 SW
14th Troutdale, OR 97060 .
(503) 666-5907

• o • o •••• o
0000000 • 0
00 ••••
0• 0

I found a source for 68HC 11 's for only $3.00 each. Contact Beal & Glenn Enterprises, Rt. 1
Box 242, Lacey's Spring, AL 35754. The chips have 512B RAM and 512B EEPROM.

0

Electronic Goldmine at PO. Box 5408 Scottsdale AZ 85261, (602) 451-7454, is a wealth of
wonderful electronic parts. Recently I placed an order with them containing many small robot
type parts, one of them is a great tiny IR reflective sensor made by Siemans (part# G3355 only .50
each). This sensor contains both a small IR emitter, and a IR detector. It was designed for a barcode reader, and makes an excellent sensor for a line follower, limit sensor, or as a tachometer on
robot wheels.

ENcodrn # 24
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Even though this part is very small, only 1/4 inch wide,
it displayed some good characteristics. The sensor
reacted well to a black line at 1/2 inch away, and with
only three pins is very easy to use.

Sensor output

IR
Sensor
IA
LED

+
150Q

Using the 68HC11

In the next few issues, I will cover some very basic features of using the 68HC11 microcontroller, starting with
some basic input output functions. Most of the functions described pertain to the 68HC11 in single chip mode,
but the ideas covered also pertain to other microcontrollers. The examples will be givens in assembly level
code. These examples can be programmed with PCBUGl 1.
The 68HC11 has a total of 52 pins, 38 of those pins can be used in some sort of input/output function. It is
possible with computer code to control an individual output pin (a bit) to be either a positive voltage or ground.
You can also read a single pin as input to see if that pin is positive or negative. Input, can be as simple as a
switch or more complex like a light sensor.

PortB S1004
pin#
PBO

42--+

PB1

0 41--+

PB2

40--+

Pin high +
Pin low
Pin high +

PB3 0 39--+

Pin low

PB4

Pin high +

38--+

Each l/0 pin is represented by one bit A group of eight 1/0 pins represents
one byte. This byte of l/0 it is called a register, each register has an address.
The address is the location of the register. Think of the register address like a
street address.

PBS 0 37--+

Pin low

PB6

38--+

Pin high +

PB7

35--+

Pin high +

For example take port B on the 68HC 11. This port is an output port, and the
pin numbers are 35 - 42. The address for this port is at $1004
($=Hexidecimal, %=Binary). If I store a $FF, (% 11111111) into the register
at address $ 1004, the B port, all the output pins go high. If I store a $00,
(%00000000) into $1004, all the output pins go Low. If I want to turn on just
one pin, pin number 41, then I would store $02, (%00000010) at $1004. The
assembler code segments would look like:

LDAA #$00
STAA $1004

*
*

Load Accumulator with Zero.
Store the value from the accumulator into the B port .
Sets all pins to zero .

LDAA #$FF
STAA $1004

*

Load Accumulator with 255.
Store the value from the accumulat o r
into the B port . . Sets all pins high.

*

Next is an input port, port E. If you read the contents of the
register at $100A ( pins 43 - 50), you will read the current state of
the input pins. If a pin is high you will read a 1, if it's ground you
will read a 0. For example, if all the pins are high you will read a
$FF, ( %11111111 ), and if all the pin are high except pin 50,
which is low, you will read a $7F, (% 01111111 ). The code
segment might look like this:

PortE SIOOA

PE1
PE2
PE3

LDAA $100A
STAA $10 0 4

*
*

*

Load Accumulator the value from the
register at address $100A .
Store the accumulator at port B.

The 68HC11 technical manual will help you with all the in's
and outs of working with input/output ports.

pin#
43 _

PED

_..

4 5 - --0

47 E

+

t

4 9 -...

+

PE4
PE5

44 - -··
48-···

PE6

48 E

PE7

5 0 - · ··

+

t /7
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Electronic Mall in Lynnwood
Phil and Mike of Seattle's near legendary United Products
are back. Better than ever, their new venture is called Electronic
Mall. They do carry surplus, but mostly they deal in new electronic components and quality test equipment Oh, and Metal
Detectors. They have a new location, too, in Lynnwood at 19502
56th Ave West, just off 196th and right next to Seattle Lighting.
Phil Clyde, patron of the Seattle Robotics Society in its
early years, is shown in this photo proudly displaying their line
of Goldstar Oscilloscopes and Bel-MERIT function generators
and DVMs. I bought a Goldstar 60 MHz Dual Trace 'scope for
only $700 during their September Grand Opening sale. I blew
my tool budget, but I've been mighty pleased with my Goldstar.
In October I also picked up a Bel-MERIT FG-150 Sweep
Function generator for $285.
If you're in the North End, give Electronic Mall a try. The
phone number is (206)-776-0311.
the Editor
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About the Seattle Robotics Society
The Seattle Robotics Society was fonned in 1982 to serve those interested in learning about
and building robots. We are a diverse group of professionals and amateurs, highschool
students and college professors, engineers and tinkerers. Our passion is the creation of
cybernetic creatures that challenge the old definitions of life, intelligence and practicality. We
meet 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon the third Saturday of every month at North Seattle Community
College in room 1652. If you are building a robot or just planning one, come down and meet
the gang. We are on an exciting joumey and welcome you to join us.
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Events Calendar
Feb 19, 1994

February SRS Meeting

10:00 am in room 1652, N. S.C.C.
March 19

March SRS Meeting

April 16

April SRS Meeting

April 16 & 17

Robot Contest

Sponsored by the Science Center of Connecticut
950 Trout Brook Drive
West Hartford, CT 06119
Voice: (203) 231-2824 ext 46
FAX: (203) 232-0705
Prodigy: KJRP71A
Internet: jake.mendelssohn@circellar.com
The contest will be held 12 noon to 5 pm on Sunday
April 17, 1994 at Klngswood-Oxford School
West Hartford, Connecticut
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Seattle, WA 98133
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